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 Tags. Company. Our mobile. Services. AboutnNews. Services. Mobile. AboutnNews. Mobile. AboutnNews. Mobile. AboutnNews. Mobile. AboutnNews. Mobile. Get our desktop app. AboutnNews. It’s a good thing that all the players in the Wimbledon It’s a good thing that all the players in the Wimbledon men’s field are playing for the first time on Centre Court since 1968, because it’s the day they
don’t know what the hell is going on. I can’t remember a day at Wimbledon when it was so tight, so it’s good that there’s uncertainty out there. Four top seeds have reached the quarter-finals — no one who’s ranked outside the top 30 — and two unknown, interesting, edgy players, ranked No. 64 and No. 8, will meet in a round-of-64 showdown. Both came from the lower half of the draw; both won

their opening matches, but neither will face a seed until the round of 16. With its extra tennis, Wimbledon is more like the U.S. Open than any other tournament; even the rain-shortened French Open has its share of surprises and upsets. For the second straight year, Rafael Nadal makes his Wimbledon debut in the fourth round. It will be his first time playing Centre Court at the All England Club, but
it’s the second time he has won on grass this year — the first was at the French Open. It was a tough decision, but I just gave the first name to the up-and-coming young man who could be the next great player. He has a tough draw in his first round, as his first opponent, American Jack Sock, has been all over the place this season. I said after I had watched the match on Center Court in London that he

was better than the kid from the U.S. I wanted to make it quick, but this one wasn’t easy. I was surprised at the way he played on both surfaces, especially the first match, when he was hitting some of the most impressive shots I’d seen, including one on Centre Court in the fourth game when he jumped up and came over the net and hit a shot that was an ace and went in. I’m a big fan of his game,
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